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a b s t r a c t
In this short article, we study tensor products of not necessarily unital operator systems
(for short, NUOS). We will define canonical functorial NUOS tensor products (in a similar
fashion to Kavruk et al. (2011) [4]) as well as a subclass of them consisting of reduced
functorial NUOS tensor products (that are defined through a unitalization process). We
show that if a NUOS X is (Min,Max)-nuclear (in the sense that there is only one NUOS
tensor product of X with any NUOS Y ), then X is trivial. However, if V is a unital operator
system, then V is (min0,max0)-nuclear (in the sense that there is only one reduced NUOS
tensor product of V with any NUOS Y ) if and only if V is (min,max)-nuclear in the sense of
Han and Paulsen (2011) [2] (i.e. there is only one unital operator system tensor product of
V with any unital operator systemW ). On the other hand, a C∗-algebra A is (min0,max0)-
nuclear if and only if A is a nuclear C∗-algebra.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Operator systems are important subjects in operator algebras. Recently, there have been several interesting studies on
tensor products of unital operator systems (e.g. [1–4]). On the other hand, there have also been studies of not necessarily
unital operator systems (for short, NUOS) in [5,6], and the notion of unitalization plays an important role in the studies (see
also [7]). The aim of this article is to give a study of tensor products of NUOS.
In Section 2, we will define functorial NUOS tensor products in the category of NUOS, in a similar fashion to how this
was done for the unital case in [4]. We will also consider a subclass consisting of functorial NUOS tensor products γ 0 that
are derived from functorial unital operator system tensor products γ (as defined in [4]) through a unitalization process.
Such functorial NUOS tensor products are said to be reduced. Conversely, we will also consider the induced functorial unital
operator system tensor product β1 derived from a functorial NUOS tensor product β (through an ‘‘internal unitalization’’
process). We find that (γ 0)1 = γ , and β = (β1)0 if and only if β is reduced (see Theorem 2.6). If Max and Min (respectively,
max and min) are the maximal and the minimal functorial NUOS tensor products (respectively, functorial unital operator
system tensor products), then Example 2.4 and Theorem 2.6 tell us that min0 = Min (which implies Min1 = min) and
Max1 = max, but max0 ≠ Max (by Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3).
In Section 3, we consider nuclearity of NUOS. We show that if X is (Min,Max)-nuclear (i.e., there is only one NUOS
tensor product of X with any NUOS Y ), then X is trivial (see Proposition 3.2). However, for V a unital operator system, we
show in Theorem 3.3(a) that V is (min0,max0)-nuclear (i.e., there is only one reduced NUOS tensor product of V with any
NUOS Y ) if and only if V is (min,max)-nuclear as a unital operator system in the sense of [2] (i.e., there is only one unital
operator system tensor product of V with any unital operator system W ). On the other hand, if A is a C∗-algebra, then A is
(min0,max0)-nuclear if and only if A is nuclear as a C∗-algebra (Theorem 3.3(b)).
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Before we start, let us first set some notation and recall some results concerning unitalization.
Notation 1.1. In this article, all vector spaces are over C (unless otherwise specified).
If E, F and G are vector spaces and ϕ : E × F → G is a bilinear map, then E ⊗ F is the algebraic tensor product of E and F ,
and we denote the linear map from E ⊗ F to G induced by ϕ again by ϕ.
If X is a vector space with an involution, we put Xsa := {x ∈ X : x = x∗}.
If Y is a normed space, we writeS1(Y ) for the unit sphere of Y .
If V is a unital operator system, then 1V is the order unit of V .∥ · ∥∨ and ∥ · ∥∧ are, respectively, the injective operator space tensor product and the projective operator space tensor product.
Definition 1.2. (a) [5] Let X be an operator space with a completely isometric involution. For each n ∈ N, let Mn(X)+ ⊆




(or simply X) is called amatrix ordered operator space, or simplyMOS.
(b) Suppose that H is a Hilbert space and V ⊆ L(H) is a self-adjoint subspace. The operator space V together with the
induced involution and matrix cones is called a possibly non-unital operator system, or simply NUOS. If, in addition, V
contains the identity ofL(H), then V is called a unital operator system.
(c) LetX1, . . . , Xm and Y beMOS andΨ : X1×· · ·×Xm → Y be amultilinearmap. Define ∥Ψ ∥ := sup{∥ Ψ (x1, . . . , xm) : xi ∈
S1(Xi); i = 1, . . . ,m}. For any k1, . . . , km ∈ N, considerΨk1,...,km to be the canonical map fromMk1(X1)×· · ·×Mkm(Xm)
toMk1···km(Y ). Ψ is said to be:
(i) completely contractive if supk1,...,km∈N ∥Ψk1,...,km∥ ≤ 1 for any k1, . . . , km ∈ N;
(ii) self-adjoint if Ψ

(X1)sa, . . . , (Xm)sa
 ⊆ Ysa;
(iii) completely positive if it is self-adjoint and Ψk1,...,km

Mk1(X1)+, . . . ,Mkm(Xm)+
 ⊆ Mk1···km(Y )+ for any k1, . . . , km ∈
N.
We denote by qMor(X1×· · ·×Xm; Y ) the set of all completely contractive completely positive maps from X1×· · ·×Xm
to Y , and set QX1,...,Xmk := qMor(X1 × · · · × Xm;Mk). If V1, . . . , Vm and W are unital operator systems, we denote by
Mor(V1 × · · · × Vm;W ) the set of all completely positive maps from V1 × · · · × Vm toW sending (1V1 , . . . , 1Vm) to 1W ,
and set SV1,...,Vmk := Mor(V1 × · · · × Vm;Mk).
(d) If X and Y are MOS, an injective linear map Φ : X → Y is called a complete order monomorphism if Φ−1(Ysa) = Xsa and
Φ−1n (Mn(Y )+) = Mn(X)+ for all n ∈ N. Moreover, we callΦ a complete embedding (respectively, complete isomorphism)
if it is a (respectively, a surjective) completely isometric complete order monomorphism.
Proposition and Definition 1.3 ([7,5]). Let X be a MOS, and let Y and Z be NUOS. Let ιX : X → n∈N C(QXn ;Mn) be the
canonical map given by evaluations.
(a) For any NUOS Y and ϕ ∈ qMor(X; Y ), there is a unique ϕˇ ∈ qMor(ιX (X); Y ) such that ϕ = ϕˇ ◦ ιX . We call Xreg := ιX (X)
the regularization of X.
(b) If X1 := ιX (X) + C1, then for any unital operator system V and ϕ ∈ qMor(X; V ), there is a unique ϕ˜ ∈ Mor(X1; V ) such
that ϕ = ϕ˜ ◦ ιX . We call (X1, ιX ) the (external) unitalization of X.
(c) For any φ ∈ Q(Y ; Z), there is a unique φ1 ∈ Mor(Y1; Z1) such that φ1 ◦ ιY = ιZ ◦ φ. In addition, if Y is a subspace of Z and
φ is the canonical injection, then Y is called aMOS-subspace of Z if φ1 is a complete isometry.
(d) Y is always a MOS-subspace of Y1.
This notion of unitalization above agrees with the ‘‘partial unitalization’’ as defined in [5] (see [7, Theorem 3.3(c)]).
Proposition and Definition 1.4. Let X be a MOS and u ∈ S1(X) ∩ X+.
(a) C · u is a MOS-subspace of X if and only if Sun := {φ ∈ QXn : φ(u) = 1} is non-empty for any n ∈ N.
(b) If C · u is a MOS-subspace of X, there is a unital operator system Xu, and ΘuX ∈ qMor(X; Xu) with ΘuX (u) = 1 such that
for any unital operator system W and Φ ∈ qMor(X;W ) with Φ(u) = 1, there is a unique Φ¯ ∈ Mor(Xu;W ) satisfying
Φ = Φ¯ ◦ΘuX . The pair (Xu,ΘuX ) is called the internal unitalization of X with respect to u.
Proof. (a) (⇒). This follows directly from [7, Lemma 4.2(a)].
(⇐). Take any φ ∈ Sun . If n ∈ N andψ ∈ QC·un , then ψ˜ = ψ(u)1/2 · φ ·ψ(u)1/2 ∈ QXn is an extension ofψ . Consequently,
C · u is a MOS-subspace of X by [7, Lemma 4.2(a)].
(b) For every n ∈ N, the set Sun is compact under the point-norm topology. LetΘuX : X →

n∈N C(Sun;Mn) be the map given
by evaluations, and set Xu := ΘuX (X) (equipped with the induced unital operator system structure). IfΦ ∈ qMor(X;W )
with Φ(u) = 1, then ψ → ψ ◦ Φ sends SWn to Sun . Since the canonical map fromW to

n∈N C(SWn ;Mn) is a complete
embedding (by [8, Theorem 2.7]), we obtain the required map Φ¯ . The uniqueness of Φ¯ follows from the surjectivity of
ΘuX . 
Remark 1.5. Note that Xu is in general different from the Xu defined in [8, Lemma 2.3] since the order structures are not
considered in [8]. In particular, Xu can be defined for any u ∈ S1(X) ∩ X+ while Xu is only well-defined when C · u is a
MOS-subspace of X .
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2. Tensor products of the non-unital operator system
Like in the considerations in [4], we make the following definition.
Definition 2.1. (a) Let X and Y beNUOS, and κX,Y : X×Y → X⊗Y be the canonicalmap. Suppose thatα is a NUOS structure
on X ⊗ Y . Then α is said to be compatible if κX,Y ∈ qMor(X × Y ; X ⊗α Y ) andQXm⊗QYn ⊆ QX ⊗α Ymn (m, n ∈ N). Moreover,
if β is another compatible NUOS structure on X ⊗ Y , then β is said to be greater than α if id ∈ qMor(X ⊗β Y ; X ⊗α Y ).
Similarly, one can also define compatible MOS structures on tensor products as well as an ordering on them.
(b) Suppose that α is an assignment of compatible NUOS structure on X ⊗ Y for any NUOS X and Y . Then α is called a
functorial NUOS tensor product if for any NUOS X, X ′, Y , Y ′ and for any φ ∈ qMor(X, Y ) as well as φ′ ∈ qMor(X ′, Y ′), one
hasφ⊗φ′ ∈ qMor(X ⊗α X ′; Y ⊗α Y ′). Moreover,α is said to be injective if whenever Z and Z ′ areMOS-subspaces of Y and
Y ′ respectively, the canonical injection from Z ⊗α Z ′ to Y ⊗α Y ′ is a complete embedding. If β is another functorial NUOS
tensor product, then we say that β is greater than α if id ∈ qMor(X ⊗β Y ; X ⊗α Y ) for any NUOS X and Y . Furthermore,
α is said to be symmetric if the flip map from X ⊗α Y to Y ⊗α X is a complete isomorphism. On the other hand, α is said
to be associative if the canonical bijection from X ⊗α(Y ⊗α Z) to (X ⊗α Y )⊗α Z is a complete isomorphism.
The following lemma follows from Proposition and Definition 1.4(a) and the fact that SVn ⊗ SW1 ⊆ QV ⊗β Wn (n ∈ N).
Lemma 2.2. Let V and W be unital operator systems. If β is a compatible NUOS structure on V ⊗ W, then C · 1V ⊗ 1W is a
MOS-subspace of V ⊗β W.
This, together with Proposition and Definitions 1.3 and 1.4(b), gives the following result.
Proposition and Definition 2.3. (a) Let X and Y be NUOS. If α is a compatible MOS structure on X ⊗ Y , then X ⊗αreg Y :=
(X ⊗α Y )reg is a compatible NUOS structure on X ⊗ Y . We call αreg the regularization of α.
(b) If β is a functorial NUOS tensor product, and V and W are unital operator systems, then β1 : (V ,W ) → (V ⊗β W )1V⊗1W
gives a functorial unital operator system tensor product (in the sense of [4]). We call β1 the unitalization of β .
(c) If γ is a functorial unital operator system tensor product and X ⊗γ 0 Y is the operator subsystem (ιX⊗ιY )(X⊗Y ) ⊆ X1⊗γ Y1,
then γ 0 is a functorial NUOS tensor product. In this case, we call γ 0 a reduced functorial NUOS tensor product.
Example 2.4. Let X and Y be NUOS.
(a) For any n ∈ N, we set
QˇX,Yn :=

φ ⊗ ψ : φ ∈ QXk ;ψ ∈ QYl ; for any k, l ∈ Nwith k · l = n

and consider ρˇ : X ⊗ Y → n∈N ℓ∞QˇX,Yn ;Mn to be the map given by evaluations. We denote the operator subsystem
ρˇ(X⊗Y ) by X ⊗Min Y . Through the identificationQXk = SX1k (see Proposition and Definition 1.3(b)), we see thatMin = min0,
where min is the smallest unital operator system tensor product (see [4]). Thus, the matrix norm on X ⊗Min Y is ∥ · ∥∨, while
the matrix cone is given by
Mn(X ⊗Min Y )+ = {z ∈ Mn(X ⊗ Y ) : (φ ⊗ ψ)n(z) ∈ (Mnkl)+; for any k, l ∈ N, φ ∈ QXk and ψ ∈ QYl }.
Consequently, Min is the smallest compatible NUOS structure on X ⊗ Y . Moreover, Min is a symmetric, associative and
injective functorial NUOS tensor product.
(b) For any n ∈ N, let Cn be the ∥ · ∥∧-closure of
Dn :=

α(x⊗ y)α∗ : x ∈ Mk(X)+; y ∈ Ml(Y )+;α ∈ Mn,kl; k, l ∈ N

.
Then X ⊗∧ Y together with {Cn}n∈N is a compatible MOS structure on X ⊗ Y . We denote its regularization by Max. It is easy
to see that Max is a symmetric functorial NUOS tensor product. Moreover, Max is the greatest compatible NUOS structure
on X ⊗ Y . Thus, one can also identify Max with the NUOS structure induced by the map ρˆ : X ⊗ Y →n∈N ℓ∞QX,Yn ;Mn
(since both of them are the greatest compatible NUOS structure on X ⊗ Y ).
The following lemma follows from the same argument as [9, Lemma 5.1.6].
Lemma 2.5. Let V and W be unital operator systems. If H is a Hilbert space and Φ ∈ qMor(V × W ;L(H)), there exist
Ψ ∈ Mor(V ×W ;L(H)) and v ∈ L(H)+ such that ∥v∥ ≤ 1 andΦ(x, y) = v1/2Ψ (x, y)v1/2 (x ∈ V ; y ∈ W ).
Theorem 2.6. (a) If γ is a functorial unital operator system tensor product, then γ = (γ 0)1, and id : V ⊗γ W → V ⊗γ 0 W is
a complete isomorphism for any unital operator systems V and W.
(b) A functorial NUOS tensor product β is reduced if and only if β = (β1)0.
(c) If max is the greatest unital operator system tensor product (see [4]), then id : V ⊗Max W → V ⊗max W is a complete
isomorphism. Consequently,Max1 = max.
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Proof. (a) By Proposition and Definition 1.3(b), there is PV ∈ Mor(V1; V ) such that PV ◦ ιV = idV . This implies that
ιV ⊗ ιW : V ⊗γ W → V1⊗γ W1 is a complete embedding. Consequently, id : V ⊗γ W → V ⊗γ 0 W is a complete
isomorphism and 1V ⊗ 1W is the order unit of V ⊗γ 0 W . Thus, (γ 0)1 = γ .
(b) Suppose that β = γ 0 for a functorial unital operator system tensor product γ . Then ιV ⊗ ιW : V ⊗β W → V1⊗γ W1 is
a complete embedding. Moreover, we have
V1⊗γ W1 = V1⊗(γ 0)1 W1 = V1⊗β1 W1
because of part (a). Since ιV⊗ιW : V ⊗γ W → V1⊗γ W1 and ιV⊗ιW : V ⊗β1 W → V1⊗β1 W1 are complete embeddings
(because of the existences of the maps PV and PW as in part (a)), we see that γ = β1. The converse is clear.
(c) Clearly, id ∈ qMor(V ⊗Max W ; V ⊗max W ). For any n ∈ N and ϕ ∈ QV ,Wn , Lemma 2.5 gives ψ ∈ SV ,Wn and u ∈ (Mn)+
with ∥u∥ ≤ 1 such that
ϕ(x, y) = u1/2ψ(x, y)u1/2 (x ∈ V ; y ∈ W ).
Thus, ∥ϕk(z)∥ ≤ ∥ψk(z)∥ for any z ∈ Mk(V ⊗ W ) and k ∈ N. As V ⊗max W can be regarded as the subspace of
n∈N ℓ∞(SV ,Wn ;Mn), we see that id : V ⊗Max W → V ⊗max W is a complete isometry. On the other hand, for any
z ∈ Mn(V ⊗max W )+ and r ∈ R+, one has ren + z ∈ Dn (where en is the order unit of Mn(V ⊗max W )). If ∥ · ∥Max is the
matrix norm on V ⊗Max W , then ∥ren∥Max → 0 when r → 0, and we see that z ∈ Mn(V ⊗Max W )+. Consequently, id is
a complete embedding as required. The second statement follows readily from the first one. 
Any reduced functorial NUOS tensor product β sits in between min0 = Min (see Example 2.4(a)) and max0. Moreover,
part (b) of the above tells us that if β is injective, then it is reduced (see Proposition and Definition 1.3(d)). It is natural to
ask whether Max coincides with max0 (i.e. whether Max is reduced). We will see in the next section that this is not the case
(see the contrast between Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3).
3. Nuclearity
Definition 3.1. If α and β are functorial NUOS tensor products, and X is a NUOS, then X is said to be (α, β)-nuclear if the
identity map from X ⊗α Y to X ⊗β Y is a complete isomorphism.
Note that a NUOS X is (Min,Max)-nuclear if and only if all the functorial NUOS tensor products of X with any NUOS Y
are the same. However, the following result tells us that this definition is too restrictive. The proof of the last statement in
this proposition was given by the referee.
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a (Min,Max)-nuclear NUOS. For any operator space Z with a completely isometric involution, the
canonical map from X ⊗∧ Z to X ⊗∨ Z is a complete isometry. Consequently, X is one dimensional.
Proof. Note that Z is a NUOS if we set Z+ = (0) (see e.g. [7, Example 3.6(a)]), andwe denote by Y the resulting NUOS. Clearly,
the canonical involution on X ⊗∧ Z is completely isometric. If we set (X ⊗∧ Y )+ = (0), then we obtain a compatible NUOS
structure on X ⊗ Y , which coincides with Max (see Example 2.4(b)). As the underlying operator space of X ⊗Min Y is X ⊗∨ Z
(see Example 2.4(a)), we know from the (Min,Max)-nuclearity of X that id : X ⊗∧ Z → X ⊗∨ Z is a complete isometry.
Now consider Z to be the unique quantization of the two-dimensional ℓ1-space ℓ21 (see e.g. [9, p. 53]) equipped with the
canonical involution, and let e1, e2 be the canonical basis of ℓ21. The first conclusion in the statement and [9, Section 8.2] give
X ⊗γ ℓ21 = X ⊗∧max ℓ21 = X ⊗∨min ℓ21 = X ⊗λ ℓ21,
where γ and λ denote the projective tensor product and injective tensor product, respectively, of normed spaces.
Consequently, for any x, y ∈ X , one has
∥x∥ + ∥y∥ = ∥x⊗ e1 + y⊗ e2∥ℓ21(X) = ∥x⊗ e1 + y⊗ e2∥B(ℓ2∞;X) = sup(µ,ν)∈T×T ∥µx+ νy∥,
where T is the unit circle (the last equality follows from the Russo–Dye theorem). As T × T is compact, there exists
(µ, ν) ∈ T × T with ∥µx + νy∥ = ∥x∥ + ∥y∥. Suppose on the contrary that X contains a two-dimensional subspace Y
and consider an Auerbach basis {u, v} of Y with the existence of g ∈ X∗ satisfying ∥g∥ = g(v) = 1 and g(u) = 0 (see e.g.
[9, Lemma A.2.2]). The above implies the existences of (µ, ν), (α, β) ∈ T× T such that
2 = ∥µu+ νv∥ and ∥µu+ νv∥ + ∥µu− νv∥ = ∥α(µu+ νv)+ β(µu− νv)∥.
As ∥µu− νv∥ ≥ |g(µu− νv)| = 1, one has
3 ≤ ∥µu+ νv∥ + ∥µu− νv∥ ≤ |α + β| + |α − β| ≤ 2√2
which is a contradiction. 
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As can seen in the next theorem, a betterway to define nuclearity is to require that all the reduced functorial NUOS tensor
products of X with any NUOS Y are the same, i.e. X is (min0,max0)-nuclear. Before we present this theorem, let us give
some notation. Suppose that A and B are C∗-algebras. We denote by A⊗C∗max B and A⊗C∗min B the ∗-algebra A⊗ B equipped
with the maximal and the minimal C∗-tensor norms respectively. Moreover, A⊗¯C∗maxB and A⊗¯C∗minB are the completions
of A⊗C∗max B and A⊗C∗min B respectively. On the other hand, by [5, Corollary 4.17], there is a unital isometry from the
C∗-algebraic unitalization of A to A1, and we will identify the two.
Theorem 3.3. (a) Let V be a unital operator system. Then V is (min0,max0)-nuclear as a NUOS if and only if V is (min,max)-
nuclear as a unital operator system.
(b) Let A be a C∗-algebra. Then A is (min0,max0)-nuclear as a NUOS if and only if A is nuclear as a C∗-algebra.
Proof. (a) (⇒). This follows directly from Theorem 2.6(a).
(⇐). Let Y be a NUOS. By Proposition and Definition 1.3(b), there exists PV ∈ Mor(V1; V ) with PV ◦ ιV = idV . Thus,
ιV ⊗ idY1 : V ⊗max Y1 → V1⊗max Y1 is a complete embedding, with its image containing (ιV ⊗ ιY )(V ⊗Y ). Consequently,
idV ⊗ ιY : V ⊗max0 Y → V ⊗max Y1 is a complete embedding. On the other hand, as idV ⊗ ιY : V ⊗min0 Y → V ⊗min Y1 is
also a complete embedding, the hypothesis implies that id : V ⊗max0 Y → V ⊗min0 Y is a complete isomorphism.
(b) (⇒). Let B be a C∗-algebra. It is well-known that ιA ⊗ ιB : A⊗¯C∗maxB → A1⊗¯C∗maxB1 is an injective ∗-homomorphism
and so, ιA ⊗ ιB : A⊗C∗max B → A1⊗C∗max B1 is a complete embedding. Since id : A1⊗max B1 → A1⊗C∗max B1 is a
unital complete isometry (by Kavruk et al. [4, Theorem 5.12]), we see that id : A⊗C∗max B → A⊗max0 B is a complete
isomorphism. On the other hand, Example 2.4(a) implies that id : A⊗C∗min B → A⊗min0 B is a complete isometry and
we conclude that id : A⊗C∗max B → A⊗C∗min B is a complete isometry.
(⇐). Let Y be a NUOS. Observe that A1 is also nuclear as a C∗-algebra and [4, Corollary 6.8] tells us that A1 is (min,max)-
nuclear. Therefore, id : A1⊗max Y1 → A1⊗min Y1 is a complete isometry, which shows that id : A⊗max0 Y → A⊗min0 Y is a
complete isomorphism. 
The following is an example of a (min0,max0)-nuclear NUOS which is neither unital nor a C∗-algebra.
Example 3.4. Let X be the one-dimensional operator space and set X+ := (0). It is easy to see that X is (Min,Max)-nuclear
and hence is (min0,max0)-nuclear.
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